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Clothing is considered to be an important element of human social activities. With the increasing maturity of 3D printing

technology, functional 3D printing technology can realize the perfect combination of clothing and electronic devices while

helping smart clothing to achieve specific functions. Furthermore, the application of functional 3D printing technology in

clothing not only provides people with the most comfortable and convenient wearing experience, but also completely

subverts consumers’ perception of traditional clothing. 
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1. Introduction and Motivation

Clothing is regarded as an important human social activity. At present, human beings not only pursue the beauty and

comfort of clothing, but also pay attention to the expression of comfort and personality, which poses a new challenge to

the clothing industry. The “smart clothing” made through the combination of traditional clothing and intelligent technology

has unlimited market prospects because of its incomparable advantages over traditional clothing, and the outbreak of

related industries is just around the corner. This so-called intelligent clothing refers to the introduction of sensing

technology, microelectronic technology and information technology into people’s daily clothing, such as for health

monitoring , energy collection , intelligent sensing , displaying information , data transmission and other modules

. Because of its unique preparation technology and product characteristics, 3D printing and wearable technology have

experienced an explosion in popularity in the last couple of years in fashion disciplines from both industry and academia.

This 3D printing technology is a great invention of the 20th century, which is called the iconic technology of the third

industrial revolution. The advantage of 3D printing technology is particularly obvious in the clothing industry . Since the

first 3D-printed dress came out , it opened the door for new trends. Many well-known designers have applied 3D printing

technology into clothing to design clothing with the science and technology of the future, which has brought unlimited

possibilities to the clothing industry. Additionally, the application of 3D printing technology completely subverts consumers’

cognition of traditional clothing.

As an epoch-making technology, 3D printing plays a vital role in different fields, from the F-35 airplane  to the Urbee 2

automobile , and from surgical organ substitutes  to food printers . Meanwhile, the application of 3D printing

technology has also brought more inspiration and creativity to clothing designers. Compared with traditional clothing

production, 3D printing technology can provide personalized customization by scanning the wearer’s body parts before

printing . This personalized customization ability of 3D printing technology has attracted much attention in the field of

clothing. In fact, the research and applications of 3D printing in clothing at home and abroad are numerous. As the leaders

of sportswear brands, Nike, Under Armour, Adidas and other companies lead the trends in the shoe market, for example,

by making their products via 3D printing technology and emphasizing personalized customization. For example, Nike 

 made a pair of shoes for American national athlete Allyson Felix by using 3D printing technology. This technology

shortens the cycle of shoe production from three months to a few hours, which makes it convenient for athletes to adjust

the comfort of their shoes. Therefore, athletes can have the most suitable shoes in time. Subsequently, Under Armour 

 launched a 3D-printed sneaker called the “Archi-TechFuturist”. Compared with the original 3D-printed sneaker from

Nike, it has made a change in the 3D-printed sole, which can provide better cushioning and more stable support for

athletes. However, the product, as a limited edition, has not been mass-produced thus far. The Adidas Group 

launched a corresponding 3D-printed shoe named the “3D Runner Pump”. Meanwhile, the team from Reebok 

developed a pair of 3D-printed shoes called the “Reebok Liquid Speed”, which has unique numbers and is limited to 300

pairs. Recently, Chinese innovative footwear brands SCRY Lab and Heliot Emil designed a pair of 3D-printed shoes and

displayed them at Paris International Fashion Week 2022. Additionally, Chinese well-known casual sports shoe brands Li

Ning, Peak and Hongxing Erke have also launched 3D-printed shoes and achieved certain research results. The

application of 3D printing in the clothing field attracted the attention of high-end designers in the fashion world and also

caused a lot of creative inspiration. Iris Van Herpen  was the first fashion designer to put 3D-printed clothing on the
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fashion stage. Iris van Herpen is a young and talented female designer, who is especially good at designing according to

the material of the clothing itself. She has worked with Alexander McQueen and Viktor & Rolf, and her design style has

been influenced by these two major brands. The avantgarde and creative appearance of clothes makes Iris van Herpen’s

works  (Figure 1) visually impactful and eye-catching. Functional 3D printing technology can realize the perfect

combination of clothing and electronic devices. The combination has provided people with the most comfortable and

convenient wearing experience and promoted smart clothing to realize specific functions. From the “fantasy” of the Space

S series in 2011 to the “miniature” series in 2012, and from the 2013 clothing theme of “voltage” to the fashion show of the

“hypnotic clothing” of the Fwhite W series in 2019, these were all conceptual clothing made using 3D printing technology.

Due to their special formability and artistic expression, these clothes were once recognized as the leading experimental

designs . In 2012, the world’s first 3D-printed bikini, designed by fashion designer Mary Huang and 3D-modeling

expert Jenna Fizel, also went on sale . The swimsuit was printed by laser sintering and then seamlessly spliced. The

swimsuit was printed from nylon, which is so wear-resistant and flexible that even thinner swimsuits do not have to worry

about damage. The Chanel brand also launched 10 suits made by 3D printing technology, while the jewelry accessories

were also 3D printed. Not long ago, the autumn and winter collection “Future Elf” (the Spirit of the Future), launched at

Paris Fashion Week, was also a masterpiece of 3D printing. Subsequently, more and more fashion industries have

introduced 3D printing technology into their products. The representative products are as follows: the suit and tie from

Japanese design studio Monocircus, the DNA 3D-printed shoes designed by American designer Pensar and the 3D-

printed hat by MGX in Belgium . All of them represent the coexistence of beauty and technology.

Figure 1. Iris van Herpen’s 3D-printed clothing from 2010 (a) and 2011 (b) in high-definition series .

In addition, 3D printing has come to the fore in the commercialization of clothing. For example, the well-known Shapeways

website, where customers can select templates uploaded by designers and place orders, provides the services of 3D

printing and mailing of clothing products. The company is committed to printing one piece of clothing. In fact, Victoria’s

Secret has worked with the site to print products. At the 3D Printshow in London in 2015, the company launched a 3D-

printed dress which was printed into a ball and then unfolded with a greater variety of colors by using the ductility of the

material. These cases will promote the wide application of 3D-printed clothing.

2. The Method of 3D Printing in Clothing

Three-dimensional printing technology, increases the spatial dimension based on two-dimensional printing, which makes

the inkjet printing pattern have a three-dimensional height. Different from the traditional material-reduction processing

technology (such as turning, milling, grinding and so on), 3D printing technology uses a layer-by-layer superimposed

material-forming method. The basic principle is the following procedure: based on the digital computer-aided design

(CAD) model, the three-dimensional model is sliced by layered technology to obtain the print path data of each layer, and

then, the bindable materials such as powdered metal or plastic are superimposed layer by layer through the printer and

bonded together. Generally speaking, 3D printing products need to go through the following four steps, namely, 3D

modeling, layered slicing, printing and post-processing . Thus far, there are dozens of types of 3D printing technology

. However, in the field of 3D-printed clothing, two kinds of forming technologies are mainly used, namely, fused

deposition modeling (FDM) and selective laser sintering (SLS).

2.1. Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)

The FDM process  uses high-temperature heated nozzles to melt and deposit materials layer by layer. The working

temperature of common FDM printing equipment is about 300 °C, which means that the printing material not only has

excellent thermoplastic processability, but also needs to have a lower molding temperature and certain solution strength.

In addition, good adhesion is needed when bonding between layers to avoid cracking caused by thermal stress. As the

most commonly used molding process, its main advantage is low-cost processing. However, this process can only print

clothing with a simple shape based on the textile structure. Melnikova  pointed out that the FDM process can possibly
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form complex textile structures with the help of support structures. That is to say, it requires additional material

consumption and time to deposit and print the fine support structure, and to remove the support in the post-processing

stage. This not only increases the complexity of the molding process, but also limits the success rate of FDM molding

printing due to the fine-structure printing .

2.2. Selective Laser Sintering (SLS)

The SLS process , firstly, preheats the powder material to below the melting-point temperature and, then, tiles the

material. Subsequently, the controllable laser beam selectively carries out layer-by-layer sintering according to the layered

cross-section during the slicing, and then, the finished product can be obtained by removing the excess powder after all

the sintering of the tiled material is completed. Beecroft  explored the process of printing nylon powder by SLS to

create flexible textile structures. It was found that the technology can print fabric structures with complex geometry without

adding additional supporting structures during the process of forming clothing textiles. This shows that the SLS process is

an ideal method for forming fine-structure textiles.
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